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To The Burdened
Taxpayer
S[NCE

By Philip MeDevitt

we all pay taxes, and most of us
local rates also, it is pertinent
to ask
why the. burden of rates and taxes should
have grown so enorrnously'within
the last
century.
Our national
debts are now
about £7,800,000,000, of which it is com- .
puted that 20 per cent. represents
real
investments
of savings and 80 per cent.
credits created by the banking system on
the strength of the national credit."
The
interest
payable
on
this
sum
alone
accounts for a huge burden on the taxpayer and it will be observed that the
millstone grows year by year.
In the cemury
when the Bank of
England
was founded
(the seventeenth)
world debt increased
by 47 per cent.,
another
century
and the increase had
grown by 466 per cenr., and by the end of
the next century
(the nineteenth)
the
world
debt,
public
and
private,
had
increased by I2,000 per cent.
A world in pawn to its own banking
system is not a cheerful oJ-alook for the
taxpayer.
It stands to reason, however,
that a financial system which is not selfliquidating
must inevitably result, in the
long run, in the credit-creating
authority
holding a definite lien over every public
authority
in the land as well as over all
the products
of industry.
Hosea Biglow
tellsus:1.1
"1 du believe thet we shud give wet's
his'n unto Caesar,
For 'tis by him we breathe an' live, from
him our bread an' cheese are.
For I hev loved my ~ounu'Y since my
eye teeth filled their sockets,
An' Uncle Sam I reverence, pertiklerly
his pockets."
A 12,000 per cent. increase in world debt
explains very largely an enormous increase
in Imperial taxation.
Here is a statement of the indebtedness
of local authorities
(a) in England
and
Wales, and (bY in Scotland, together with
,. That banks create credits and control the
issuing and cancellation
of credits may be
verified by reference to H. D. Macleod's "Theory
and Practice of Banking";
to Mr. R. G.
Hawtrey's
"Currency
and Credit";
to the
"Encyclopedia Britannica" (on Banking); or to
the Macmillan Report (1931).
.

NOTICE
The Report of .the Economic
Road to Peace Conference
is
unavoidably held over.
We
hope to publish next week.

a statement
of money spent in Poor-relief
over a stated period ot years. The years
taken are war and post-war
years (vide

Local Government Service);ENGLANDANDWALES, 1914
Local authorities ceots total £296,174,171
Annual interest on same [10,900,537
By the year 1928 this sum had grown to
Local authorities
debts [762,807,835
Annual interest on same £36,9!l9,052
SCOTLAND,1914
Local authorities
debts £66,896>444
Annual interest [2,243,221
S'COTl.Al'o'D,
'926
Local authorities
debts £111,251,518
Interest charges £4,970,880
The costs of Poor Law relief in England
and Wales in the year 19'4-'929
were
£514,076,984, of which local rates provided
£431,198,837.
II1 Scotland the sum spent from 1914'928
on
Poor
relief
amounted
to
£46,532,143, of which local rates provided
£'40,698,70 I.
These figures are, of themselves,
sufficiently
alarming
to warrant'
a close
scrutiny of the sources from whence the
debts took their origin, but as the present
system holds out no hope of any betterment, (on the contrary) the only policy 1Il
these respects seems to be a complete
revision of a monetary
system which is
obviously not self-liquidating
from year
to year, but makes for the final bankruptcy
of national as well as of local authority
accountancy.
Now what has Social Credit to offer by
way of remedy?
The first point on which
the burdened
taxpayer must satisfy himself is this; Is it true that the banking
system creates OUt of nothing
the huge
volume of national
and
local
debts
exhibited in the foregoing tables?
If it is
true, then surely that which can be done
by private interests on their own behalf
can be done by the nation
on its own
behalf?
If a group of private individuals
armed with a Bank Charter Act granted
by' Parliament can create credits which
the Government
receives as a debt, surely
the governing
power of the Empire can
create its own credits which will not rank
as debts in perpetuity?
The Social Credit
of the whole nation is the basis of these
created,
crushing
burdens,
and
that
belongs truly to all the people, not solely
to bankin& institutions,
The SOCial Credit system would resume
for His Majesty's Treasury
that prerogative which is now 'in I;lrivate hands, and
would mobilise the nation's credit for the
use and benefit of the people of our nation.
The effect of accounting public credits into
costs is paralysing
industry,
making the
individual as well as the national accountancy insolvent and promoting 'the growth

of huge burdens of debt which fall on the
current
incomes
of unjustly
burdened
taxpayers.
To this there is no end but
world bankruptcy.
When national budgets
can be balanced only by unbalancing
the
domestic budgets of the King's subjects,
the situation
is pretty hopeless for the
taxpay",r.
The problem for our rulers is
now: How from an individual and universal insolvency
to evolve
a national
solvency?
It seems clear that no body of bankrupt
taxpayers can ever constitute
the source
of an aggregate
solvency.
The Social
Credit
system is designed
to be selfliquidating.
The National Credit Account
will be the offset to the National
Debt
Account.
In each
accounting
period
production
and consumption
will be automatically
and mathematically
equated.
Goods and services, which constitute
the
real wealth of the nation, will always be
equal to the quantity of purchasing power
in the pockets of consumers,
and the
accounting
system-both
national.
and
local-will
balance
in every succeeding
period without this huge incubus piling
up from year 'to year and crushing the
initiative-the
very life-out
of the nation
and our people.
The only hope for the taxpayer is the
establishment
of the common
property
Tights in the nation's credit, and an honest
Treasury
accounting
of it.
This would
disclose
that-far
from
the individual
having to pay tribute in the form of taxes
-a dividend would be shown as available
instead for distribution
to one and all.

HAVE YOU

VOTED

FOR

PENSIONS

AT 50 YET?

~~~~

I

Help the Movement ,NOW!
->

With actual Money Saving

Wholesale Price to
...Social Crediters and 3d.
per lb. sent to Social Credit ,_
Funds
_>

FINEST TEA
3 f2 Choice Ceylon for 2/6
3/- "Indian and Ceylon" for 2/4
2/10 Choice Coffee for 2f2
10 lbs. Carriage

Paid

5 Ibs., 4d. extra for carriage
->

Chota Dazri Tea
Co.~Ltd.
33 Moorfields, Liverpool
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COMMENTARY
Queer Business

"I T writer
is a matter
in,

of antonishment,"
says a
the Canadian
Kingston
Whig-Standard,
"that a use for surplus
grain has been at hand for years, and no
chemists are needed to do miracles with
it. This way of disposing of grain is so
old that Canadians
were apparently
too
modern
to think of it. It is merel y to
feed it to cattle."
An older and even better way would
be to let human
beings have enough
money to buy it, so that many of them
need not starve.
After all, cows can't
really afford corn, can they?
It's a queer
business, this starvation
in tile midst of
the earth's teeming bounty.

World Congress on
Recreation
The International
Advisory Committee
of the World Congress on Recreation and
Leisure Time is to hold a three-day conference in London next month.
The object of the World Congress is to
spread information
and exchange
views
on matters
concerning
provision
for
leisure time.
For the sake of ,giving
these wellmeaning folk a real basis for their activities, let us hasten the issue of pensions
at 50. Till then, there is little use in discussing how to spend leisure.
To enjoy
leisure you must have some money to
spend.
That comes first.

Taxatio'n Unnecessary
Writing of the Argentine budget deficit,
the City Editor of The Times says that
"there will, it seems, be a fairly wide gap
between revenue and expenditure.
Nevertheless, he adds that "the finances of the
Republic are now 5trong enough to withstand any ordinary reverse of fortune."
Thus
it may be gathered,
on the
authority
of this priest of high finance,
that there is no harm in a good big budget deficit. So why pay taxes at all? They
are not necessary-as
we have so often
asserted-and
here at last is the City
Editor of The Times virtually admitting
as much.

Transport Crippled by
Finance
The Bressey Report, the work of three
years, envisaged
five new main roads
driven through the heart of London and
the Home Counties. This scheme has been
turned down by the L.C.C. because the
cost is too high. (The L.C.C. wants more
than the usual 60 per cent. grant from the
\Government.
The Government
refuses.
The men and materials
are not lacking.
Then
what is lacking?
Money.
Does the L.C.C. make money?
No .. Then
the L.C.c. is not responsible.
Does the

. \

TIllS sounds
You
mustn't'
Finance.

Government
make money?
No. It has
allowed that right to be filched from it by
a private company-tile
Bank of England.
Therefore
it is at the Bank where the
obstruction
lies.

Bankers' Blethers
Among all the blether dished out to
the dazed public by tile Big Five Banker.
at their recent board meetLngs, one strain
stands out-we
must increase ow' export
trade.
This means following that will-o'<thewisp-a
favourable balance of trade. This
involves sending more goods out of the
country than you get in. This makes the
people poorer
in realities
(goods) but
richer III money (i.e., claims to goods), so
that the poorer we get (in goods) the richer
we become
(in money).
If we could
export all our goods, we would become
.the richest nation in the world (in money).
I

like nonsense.
Tut, tut I
say that.
It's
Sound

Undel· the Rule of
'"'
..ollod l(inanee"
A Daily Express cable from Newloundland says:
"I reached St. John's early Friday.
Winter gnps island.
Snow 4 feet deep.
"Settlements
and outposts isolated.
In
them 40,000 or more people exist on threepennyworth
food
daily-colony's
only
dole. Temperature
now 17 degrees Fahr.,
falling fast.
"In driving snow little boy offered to
act guide 'and show me the places' for
5 cents. Said he would take money home
to workless father ...
"Unexaggerated
to say whole island in
despair.
Expected that Government
commission will pay [200,000 subsidy to save
fishermen this year.
Money will come
from British
taxpayers'
pocket.
Total
revenue deficit estimated .£'1,000,000 ... "

THE PATHWAY

FORWARD
We are all Social Crediters nowadaysat least, unconsciously.
We are all on a
journey-along
with the sun and the
moon and the seasons-travelling
hom
one unknown to another unknown.
Time
flies, with us behind his car.
But we must get down to facts-On
thrs
Earth, as Nicholas Mere would say. Social
Credit has now come of age; despite the
misrepresentation
and
boycoH,.
the
pioneers
of the Old Brigade
did their
work very well.
.
Most folk have taken a restocking
of
themselves
by the time they reach 50.
Those who survived the vicissitudes of the
Great War are certainly a little longer in
the
tooth.
Few reach
50 nowadays
without having lost most of their teeth
on the camp bread of the present economic
system, while the prospects ahead of a
toothless
old age are pretty glum and
black.
But with Pensions at 50, life would take
on a new meaning.
Here we have a new
constructi ve policy which should -appeal
to everyone-man
and woman alike.
It
would help to banish the spectre of war
from the face of the earth for good. It is
up to cveryone to press forward this practical ideal, both for ourselves
and for
those who follow after us.
Given economic security, we would be
in a better
position
to grow up and
become real human beings at last. With
this emancipation,
we would be free to
capture something of the naturalness
and

spontaneity
of the happy child.' Merrie
England would come into its own againafter a lapse of three hundred
years or
more. The qualiry of fraternity
and true
social relationship
would be restablished,
which is so badly needed in these days
of robotism,
where the only bond is a
cash-nexus one.
Life would certainly
be a little more
leisurely;
we would have more time to
stop and stare at the beauty of this beautiful world.
Nature is something
more
than an arch-enemy
to be brought under
man's power and to be conquered
at all
costs. Thoreau has shown us how to capture something
of the beauty and joy of
life. After all, life is simple enough if we
try and grasp it from within rather than
from without; this may be a paradox, but
lite is like that.
Life is also movement.
Social Credit
must move forward with life and must'
not stop; otherwise it is lost. Some may
be familiar with the story of the centipede;
when it was asked how it could go forward
with so many legs all at once and in coordination.
The question made it stop
and think about it. This stopping and
thinking
caused
great·
disconcertion
among the legs, each trying to move in
its own way. The centipede then lost its
life.
We
must
immediately,
to PENSIONS

therefore
move
forward
without a moment's
delay,
AT 50.
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COHEn Y OF ERRORS

Lives and Lifeboats
.' . .

SEVEN grand specimens
of humanity
lost their Iivcs in a lifeboat disaster
off the Cornish town of St. Ives, Two of
them were registered readers of a prominent London daily newspaper, and their
dependants
accordingly
became qualified
to receive between them the sum of £50,
which was promptly paid out by the insurance
company
concerned.
Splendid!
There will be flowers at the Iuneral.
It is
a bit early [or primroses. even down West;
but maybe the snowdrops and crocuses are
doing well. Let us hope so; for "it ba'nr
vitty" that pretentious
blossoms
should
crown unpretentious
heroism.
Further,
r.icre is another splendid piece of news.
The dependants
are going to receive pensions, just the same (mark these words;
just the same) as if the departed
had
belonged
to His Majesty's
forces
of
defence.
You may rely on this information. It ,\ a, printed in all the ncwspapers.
So now we can all settle down to look after
our 01'.'.1 affairs, knowing that the voluntary spirit of service has been generously
recognised and prudently
rewarded.
At
least this is what we arc entitled to infer
from the fact that the tragic event lived
in the news for twenty-four
hours and
chen sank out of sight like the seven men
in the lifeboat.

•

•

•

There was, however, a little local bother
at:c:ldi!.g rhe .ntcrmeit of tl.e story. Some
well-intcnrioacd
persons complained
that
the lifeboat had not been large and stro:J.g
enough to face the mighty monster' of an
ocean that prowls for prey along the rocks
of North Cornwall.
Bur their complaint
was met by the argument
that owing to
the contour of the beach it would have
been impossible to launch a heavier boat
in such heavy weather.
That was a facer!
We are told in the Book of Ecclesiastes
that a living dog is better than a dead
lion. And certainly, when you come to
look at it, the mobili ty of an unsafe life.boat is better than the immobility
of a
safe one. Perhaps not very much better;
but still there is this to be said, that
whereas an unsafe lifeboat might save the
lives of the shipwrecked
without meeting
disaster, a lifeboat that was too safe to be
launched couldn't possibly save those lives.
OJ course, there is another consideration.
namely,
that if lifeboatrnen
could not
launch their boat some lives would be
saved-their
own lives. But-to urge such
a consideration
would be highly unseemly
-like
snoring in church while the choir
were singin~ "Christians,
Awake, Salute
the Happy Morn."
Facilities for the display of heroism must be preserved even
if it entails fruitless sacrifice.
It is a pity
that Providence
does not arrange
that
there shall be only little storms where

there are awkward beaches.
But there it
is: Nature decrees dilemmas
like this,

not to preserve health
but to conserve
money-not
to save
life but to save
expense.
Not that they are to blame as
individuals:
they have to do what the
crystal tells them to do in case the crystal
tells them that their services are no longer
required.

Allen Upward, .in his classic work, The
Diuiue Word, pulls the leg of the law in
one of his chapters respecting the problem
of deciding responsibility
in cases of shipwreck.
Putting a case, he analysed the
rcasoning by which, when a ship was lost
There is a little dirty commencing
with
in a storm, the Court arrived at a decision
the lines; "When I was going to St. Ivcs
whether it was God's fault or the captain'S.
I met a man with seven wives." That is
And he worked it out to the conclusion
nicer (though less proper) than to meet
that in' the eyes of the law the ravages of . seven wives without husbands.
So let us
the Hugest waves indicated
sins of comresume our examination
of the cause of
mission on the part of God, but those of
the disaster.
Perllars
readers will have
smaller waves indicated sins of omission
noticed
that there IS a close analogy
on the part of the captain.
Not very
between the doctor's dilemma involved III
helpful to legal administrators
or illumiwhat has just been said and the lifeboatnating to litigants; but then, the author's
men's dilemma
discussed
earlier.
We
object all along was to exhibit a dilemma,
have seen that a larger lifeboat would have
namely, that confronting
adjudicators
who
been a better prescription for shipwrecked
had to give- a precise and unmistakable
mariners than the one that was used. It
decision involving concrete interests (e.g.,
is true that the larger boat was not withsomebody had to pay in pcrson or money,
held on the ground of expense.
In fact
or be excused payment) while having to
the National
Lifeboat
Institution
has
do so by weighing evidential factors which
stated that St. Ives could have had (and
would not submit to precision in definition
could still have) one if it were physically
or to differential
measurement
by any
possible to use it. So far so good: the
agrled (or, indeed, intelligible) standard or
money-economisers
have an alibi.
But
scale.
When is a wave too big for the
only a little one-matching
the size of the
captain to conquer it?
And when is it
ill-fated boat.
There is more to comc.
small enough merely to test his seamanIf, says the above Institution,
St. Ivcs
ship?
There is no answer in physics or
erected
a breakwater
and got other
metaphysics.
Bur there has got to be an
engineering
jobs done to remove
the
answer in law when the law is invoked.
launching
obstacle, well then, of coW'se,
The captain's reputation
and job are at
the dilemma would disappear.
Now isn't
stake.
The owner's responsibility
for the
that
splendid?
Come on!
What
a
seaworthiness
of the vessel is also at stake.
Cenotaph
the breakwater
would be to
And behind these factors .is the old and
commemorate
the deed and death of the
departed
heroes I
Like the rainbow, it
familiar one-Money
is at stake!
To ray
or not to pay: that is the issue underlying
would signal "Never Again" to the sorrowall the soliloquising;
and adjudicators
ing widows and anxious wives of the town.
might as well decide it by gazing into a
All that remains now is to gct the glorious
crystal-which
is virtually what they do
work put in hand.
ill these borderline cases.
But, as every reader knows too well, such
. Yes, and in other contexts it may be
a scheme would be condemned and vetoed
said that an clement
of crystal-gazing
by the Lords of Credit-Creation
as an
enters into a substantial
proportion
of
"excessive prescription"
for life-saving.
A
legal decisions-the
"crystal,"
of course,
fcw hundred pounds for a larger lifeboat
bemg the silent oracle of high-financial
is one thing; hut a few hundred thousand
pseudo-science.
For instance, what is an
pounds for getting i[ afloat in a rare emer'excessive
prescription"
for
a panel
gency is unthinkable!
. Such a sum. if
patient? Even Lord Hewart, who adduced
divided by the number of lives estimated
this problem
in his book, The New
to be saved bv the existence
of the break- ,
water, etc .. would show a wildly extravaDespotism, did not proffer a definition.
gant measure in monctary
terms of the
What he did say was that if he had to
value of each life!
It would be as extravadecide what the term "excessive" meant
gam as spending
some £'10 or so on
he would certainly
take account of the
insulin for a panel patient!
No, we must
right of any patient to receive the best
all be sports and allow the sea its quota
appropriate
treatment
irrespective
of its
of victims, taking care, of course, to gI'ant
cost. But
happily
(really
unhappily)
neither
he nor his brothers
of the
their wi~es and. children
a. little compensation for the loss of the breadwinner!
Bench are called upon to decide.
The
After all, the number of lives risked by
decision is reserved for the bureaucrats
of
men in fighting the elements is only a
the Ministry of Health whose concern is

•

•

•

•

• •

•

•

•
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tiny fraction of those they risk in fighting
each other. So if money is spent it must
be on military defence in preference to
all else. Such would be the justification
put forward by the credit-econornisers.

• •

•

Men fight under compulsion.
It is a
remote compulsion starting from the
calculations and decisions of the' black
magicians of high finance. If this compulsion were removed they would cease
fighting. The deed of the St. Ives lifeboatmen proves it. They were samples
from bulk.
The proof is that there is
always a queue to man the lifeboat. That
they value the honour of service may be
allowed. But underlying that motive is
the instinct to save life. There is no such
a thing as the instinct to take life. Mr.
Chamberlain recently said at Birmingham
that he did not believe that the nations
against which we were arming would
wantonly go to war. But he did not go
on to say, as he should say, tbat the danger
of war was due to the wanton neglect of
the Credit Monopolists to correct their
accounting and accrediting principles.
This neg1ect invisibly gives birth to
circumstances which, when faced by rulers
with power but no insight into prime
causes, threaten them and tbeir subjects
with disasters in comparison with which
war is the "better way," not to speak of its
being the only conceivable means of
escape. They all want "markets," and the
market-dilemma appears to them incapable of resolution outside the orbit of warbluffs and war-preparations. It is not a
natural dilemma; it is an artificial onereally a hallucination generated by the
Kabbalisrs who conjure with monetary
symbols.

~
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Listen to this passage from a ieading
,article in The Times on Jan uary 7.8:
"British and German manufacturers
are inevitably competitors in many
fields, but more important to both than
the trade which they may win from each
other is the expansion of the markets
ill which they trade. As Mr. Hudson
pointed out in his speech at the annual
dinner of the German Chamber of
Commerce in London, the exports of
the two countries tend to go lip or down
together as world conditions are favourable, or unfavourable. Business recovery
depends first and foremost upon the
restoration of confidence, since trade
cannot be expected to prosper so long
as political uncertainties keep the world
in a state of tension."
Here is a pretty example of the reversal
of true causal sequence. Business recovery
is not dependent on the restoration of confidence: confidence is the psychological
si~n of good business.
political uncertarn ties are not the cause of slack trade
but the effect thereof, Then look at the
opening passage. It virtually says t~at
Brown and Jones need not compete with
each other because they can jointly dump
goods on Smith, Robinson and Miller.
(Continued in next column)

Finance and Prosperity
By J. E. Tuke
Letter addressed

to

The Friend:-

As recorded in The Friend of December
30, it took the Society of Friends in England and America 100 years, from 1688 to
1788, to rouse the conscience of the worlo

From the foundation of the Central
Bank, and latterly the Bank of International Settlement in Basle, the greatc~t
asset they po&sessis the secret discovery of
the goldsmiths of the creation cosrlessly
of an abstract form of money-bank
credit-thus
acquiring the ownership OJ
the nation's financial credit and control of
the nation's real credit. It costs the bank
nothing but ink and bookkceping to
finance a war. It coots the people blood
and effort. But win or lose, the people
are left owing the financial COSt to the
bank.
In 1914, the National Debt was, under
eight hundred millions. In March. 19'20.
Great Britain's debt was seven thousand,
eight hundred and twenty-eight millions
The banks had created and loaned about
seven thousand millions during the war
.The National and Local Government
debts increase yearly. Together, they
amount to roughly teo' thousand millions
The in.terest charges which income tax
and ratepayers have to meet annually is
. approximately three' hundred millions•.
Is it to be wondered at that with this
demand on the people's income, producers
must restrict output, and the necessities
of life are denied to millions of our
people?
Surely Cobbett was l';ght-that
this
robbery led {O starvation in an age of
potential plenty I

and to convince their own members of the
rightness. and therefore tile necessi ty, of
relinquishing
their
own
substantial
interests, and to bring to an end at last the
institution of chattel slavery.
G. M. Trevelyan considers that itwas the
greatest debt that the world owes to the
Society of Friends.
The twentieth century bas built up a
slavery which cripples practically every
nation, and while scientific developments
have given us an age of plentx-sabotage.
restriction of output, and tariffs are used
to reduce this wealth, but we have undernourished men, women and children, and
in England nearly' two million, and in
America twelve million, unemployed.
'
Economic war rages, countries rry to
export more than they import, the struggle
for raw materials and the search for
foreign markets makes military
war
unavoidable,
Friends have to realise their own responsibilities to God and humanity in this
modern stru!?gle against the financial
system of this generation-a
system of
which prominent members of the Society
of Friends have long been supporters. Such
names include those of my own family.
We do not blame them, we fight againsT.
the system which causes such untold
misery.
The Bank of England was founded in
Everybody's Trouble
1694. William Cobbett wrote. "I set to
Clerk at Wood Green Police Court, N ..
work to read the Acr of Parliamen t by yesterday: Do you admit owing this
which the Bank of England was created.
amount of income tax?
The inventors knew what they were about.
Man: Oh, yes, but I haven't any
Their design was to mortgage by degree~ income to pay it.
the whole of the country; all the lands; all
-Daily Exp'r~ss, January' 28, 1939·
the houses and all other property, and
even all labour, to those who would lend
their money to the State. The scheme.
the crafty, cunning, the deep scheme has
FOREIGN STAMPS
produced what the world never saw before
A Source of Revenue
--':"starvation in the m.idst of abundance."
(Continued from previous column)
The writer does not inquire what these
three gentlemen are going to do about it.
Then as for the expression "expansion of
markets." what does it mean but expansion of' purchasing
power in those
markets?
Who, or what, expands it?
Naturally the correct answer is not given.
Yet Mr. McKenna has supplied it in his
statement that the money in any country
is increased or decreased (not by "confi.dence" or any other states of mind) by
the action of bankers in lending and
investing credit of their own creation. The
moral is what it has always been since the
announcement
of the Social Credit
Analysis and Proposals.

THOSE
of our readers who live abroad
-especially in the British ColoniesOr who receive letters from abroad, are
requested to collect and send to us the
stamps from the envelopes.
Those who are in a position to make
office collections are specially asked to
co-operate.
Don't attempt to dismount the stamps;
just tear. off the corner of -the envelope
and post the accumulation periodically.
Small quantities or even odd stamps
enclosed with correspondence are very
welcome.
Pictorials and high values are specially
desirable.
Post to:
SOCIAL CREDIT SECRETARIAT LTD.,
163....Strand,
London, W.C.:l
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ON THIS EARTHAnd I recall the impressive faces of the
marchers, my countrymen, your countrymen. And I also recall -Kipling, when
tired of the Imperialistic drum, and dressing for dinner, and in a flash of insight
of the English spirit, he wrote:
"The Saxon is not like us Normans,
His manners arc not so polite,
And he never treats anything serious,
Till he talks of Justice and Right,When he stands like an ox in the
furrow,
With Jus sullen-set eyes on your own,
And murmers, 'This isn't fair dealings.'
My
son, leave the Saxon alone."
One Day Soon
When we have, as we intend to have,
There was, on January 26, a procession fair dealings on the money business, the
of the Amalgamated Engineering Union Englishman's heart will cease to be a door- .
through London streets. It was headed
mat for those whose secret is now known.
by a band, and in its ranks I could see Money is made by writing figures in a
the "Common Man." No fun this for him book, money shall be made for the good
to walk in the cold and rain, chanting . of the nations, that is, all the people, and
"Arms for Spain." It is only liars and not by and for a select few.
press defamers who say that there is anything wrong _with his heart. Real pain Logic of the
went through me as I looked on, probably
through war memories. The demcnstraFinancial System
tors walked in orderly formation, and I
There is one fact very plain. You must
thought that one day soon we shall have
work and sweat all your life until qualifyall that energy and more for Social Credit
The promised land is under our feet here. ing for an old age pension. You must
and when the dreary fossils of economics work and sweat in spite of abundance, real
come with long faces talking about spots and potential, of food and clothes, erc.,
on the sun, and the Riddle of the Sphinx, and yOU must do this until you are in real
we shall laugh so loudly that the rever- earnest about this business of money
berations will split all the hindings of the being made by writing figures in a book.
book "How to Live on a Pound a Week."
NICHOLAS MERE.

are negligible in a society afflicted with
the disease of "Workmania." This same
When the finest brains in the land have man, daily insulted by the Press, seven 10
wrestled with a problem, and given it up, eight hours' work, his head an Irish stew
when the highest diplomacy has come of war, murder and crime from press and
to a full stop, when politicians cannot
press placards, told to prepare for war,
untie the knots they have been compelled laughter rarely crossing his face, is now
to tie by financiers, there is still left one told not to be a "Jitterbug." Shades of
magnificent lever to pull. Drop that
Caractacus, of all our noble ancestors, is
not the answer to this gratuitous insult
broom, you crossing-sweeper; drop that
trowel, you bricklayer; drop that hammer, . unprintable?
And does not the advice
you carpenter; you common man, it is up
show that it is not even remotely in touch
to you. What kind of oil at this juncture
with the history of the Englishman?
the financial machine needs is already
recorded in the history of 1914-1918.

How It Is Done

Sport to Replace
Statesmen and Politicians
There was some sound advice at one
time, and it still holds good-only to
believe half you hear. Seeing for yourself is more reliable. We were reminded
of this after a visit on January 23 to
"Winter Cavalcade" at Earls Court. In the
Ski-ing Competition there were some
dozen nationalities. First came the German
competitor-he
was vigorously
cheered; next the Iralian-i-he was given
the same hearty applause, and then followed the other competitors, all of whom
were treated the same for their skill and
dexterity. When it was all over, the
announcer said that he was pleased that
all competitors had been encouraged
alike without any disjinctiou, and he
trusted that the same impartiality would
be remembered when the subjects were
not so pleasant as sport. It would appear
that the ordinary Englishman (as distinct
from the newspaper Englishman) has
more good sense than all the newspapers
and politicians put together. When the
Central Ring of Finance is broken, the
ordinary Englishman will be able to
spread out his good sense.

American Imports
"It's up to you," I believe, came from
America. "Jitterbugs," I have reason to
know, is pure American. A Jitterbug is
a person noted for Ius excessive love of
din and gin, but, apart from having no
antipathy towards Americanisms, I maintain that the English language is capable
of being used to describe anything a
statesman or a politician is capable of
thinking. Yes, I'll even grant you that
it is capable of. describing more than
either can think. "It's up to you," is a
passing on of responsibility; it is very
clever, but lacks one thing. Responsibility
in any society outside Colney Hatch
carries with it power and privilege. And
there is no need to indulge in any empty
talk about the privilege or power of the
common man-his privileges and power

FREEDOM OF THE
PRESS
"My city editor, cool, speculative, diplomatic soul, soon instructed me as to the
value of news and its limitations here. 'We
don't touch on labour conditions except
through our labour man,' he told me, 'and
he knows what to say. There's nothing to
be said about the rich or religious in a
derogatory sense: they're all right in so
far as we know. We don't touch on
scandals in high life. The big steel men
here just about own the place, so we can't.
Some papers out West and down in New
York go in for sensationalism. but we
don't. I'd rather have some simple little
feature any time, a story about some old
fellow with eccentric habits, than any of
these scandals or tragedies.
Of course,
we do cover them when we have to, but
we have to be mighty careful what we
say.' So much for a free press in Pittsburg, A.D. 1893."
Theodore Dreiser in- "A Book About
Myself·"

"There was a choice of a~ost half-adozen fancy-titled millionaires for whom
one could write. Each of these, naturally,
regarding the system under which he had
amassed so much money as indubitably
correct. had his own special notions as to
how best that system might be perpetuated; and one had the choice of boosting
whichever of these notions one might
desire. or on the other hand one had the
Cod-given rizht to starve. This was known
as liberty of the Press."
Cedric Belfrage in "Away From It All."
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A COMMON SENSE VIEW
By W. L. Wilks
WHEN the amount of publicity given by our Daily Press to other people's wars
and troubles is compared with the space given to our own pressing ~)foblems,
it is not difficult to see why, as a nation, we seem incapable of correctly diagnosing
the complaint
from which we are suffering ourselves.
Backed by a press which has perfect
liberty to publish everything
except the
vital truths of the money racket, we allow
Parliament
to mislead us into believing
that our trouble is an over-production
of
goods which cannot
be remedied
until
"Foreign Trade" improves, in other words,
we cannot hope for better conditions ourselves until we have sent out of England
goods. which our own people are desperately ill need of themselves.
When factories are standing
men off
and fanners
all over the country
ar~
getting more heavily in debt to the banks,
because neither of them can seU their
products, Parliament
talks of the "law of
supply and demand";
but the "demands"
of the people of this country
for food,
clothes, and so on are not vastly more in
one week than they are in another, and
we know the demands of our wives and
children for the necessities of life are, week
in, week out, fairly regular-consistent
and

persi sten

t.

What's Wrong?
As to "supply,"
we know that everything they can reasonably want is in the
shops waiting to be sold, with shopkeepers
eager to sell.
We know that behind the
shol?keeper
is the wholesale man, and
behind him again the factories and farms
of England,
all keen to do business; so,
with, on the one hand, these traders compelled to sell or "sell up," and on the other,
millions of families in dire need of the
goods they have to sell, England
should
be a land of "good business," happiness,
and content, but obviously
it is not WHY?

of industry and the produce of farms still
further out of the reach of our 36,000,000
who must, if the British price is too high
for their slender purse, go without, and
continue doing so, until another
nation,
anxious to improve its foreign trade, gets
"under" our tariff with the help of subsidies, and so enables the 36,000,000 to buy
in the "cheapest market" again.
The Social Credit remedy, on the other
hand, is the commonsense
one of placing
purchasing power where it is most needed
and .w~ere it will do most good.
If a
penslOn of ['2 a week was paid to everybody over 50 years of age, the wheels of
industry would immediately start turning
as they h.ave not turned f~r years, and
as they Will never turn agam unless we
~,eek a remedy" OUTSIDE
the laws of
sound finance.

A Question and an Answer
The money?
Why is money spoken of
with bated breath as though
it were a
God?
Why are the "laws" of money
looked upon as being more unchangeable
than the laws of the Medes and Persians?
How is it that, as a nation, we are one day
supposed to have "no money," and on the
next untold millions can be' "found" for
bomb making?
If the creating of money
is as easy as all this, we can surely "find"
enough to make the remaining days of our
old people worth liviujS. If the banks can
"find" it for the making of armaments-life-taking-they
can "find"· it for lifegiving construction.
.
We have for too lon~ left the governing
'of our country to politicians, unimpeded
by any orders or demands from the People

In the 'population of England we have a
potential market of 48,000,000 people, but
of this total roughly 36,000,000 are consumers of nothing except the bare necessities of life, merely because they have little
01'. no money.
Our actual market, therefore, is limited, in fact, to those families
with ~'good" and secure incomes and as
these
comprise
only approximately
a
quartcr
of the total, we cannot wonder
that business,
all over the counu-y is
"rotten."
Yet Parliament,
acting under
orders frOID the Money Power, refuses to
admit
the cor~ect diagnosis
as being
under-consumption
caused by a lack of
purchasing
power in the pockets of the
masses of our people.

Other than "foreign trade." the Government
remedies
are marketing
boards,
quotas, tariffs or subsidies, but all these
have the effect, in the long run, of pushing
up the price and so placing the products

who pay. them their salaries. Parliament
is
fond of "talking" democracy; it's up to us
to make politicians prove their word. The
real duty of a democratic Parliament
is to
receive the demands of the people and to
employ a staff of qualified
experts
(the
Civil Service) to operate the machinery of.
Government
for and on behalf of the
people,. who, together,
are the sovereign

authority.

The Necessity for \Unity
The "secret" lies in that "together."
Singly we do not count, but united we are
all-powerful-at
least so far as Parliament
is concerned-but
while we spend our time
arguing
about things that don't matter
("party politics,". for instance), the banks
and international
financiers
are gening
away with the thing that does matter, and
that is the conrrol and issuing of money,
the life blood of modern civilisation.
If we do not soon end this system which
comJ;lels three-quarters
of our people to
live In poverty, and which compels us to
export the goods they need to make their
lives worth living, the system will end us,
Is the supreme purpose of life war and
destruction
allied to misery, or is it peace
and
construction
allied
to goodwill?
Nobody wants war, with its horrors, so
why not start a betterment of life that
would go far towards ending war for ever,
and which would certainly bring happiness into :millions of homes?
Pensions of [2 a week would do this, and
as politicians tell us we are a democracy.
we have only to demand, unitedly, their
application,
to be successful
in getting
them, because a truly democratic Government is the servant
of the people and
not of banks and financiers, and the pressure of a united, determined
people cannot be withstood for long.

March or Vote?
The Daily Express reports that five hundred old-age pensioners will meet in London on March 3 to demand a [1-a~week
pension.

month's
marching
round Whitehall
and
Trafalgar
Square.
We naturally pick OUt
the strongest,
and some of them have:
gone into training."

The
Rev. W. Paton,
one of the
organisers of the National Association of
Old Age Pensioners, outlined yesterday a
thirty-day
campaign.
He said:-

These old-age pensioners have not yet
heard of the Pensions at 50 Association,
but they will hear of it.

"The Government
are taking no notice
of the plight of these old people on the
ros. pension.
The pensioners are now getting together for a series of protests and
demonstrations
in London
and in, the
.

provinces.
"The

.'

_:?Jd .):!oy~ are

quite

game

for

a

•

•

•

We invite every old-age pensioner
to
join and VOTE NOW for pensions at
fifty.
Members
of Parliament
take no
notice of marches,
petitions,
appealsthere is no power behind.
Together
we
can nominate
Pensions· at 50 candidates.
Unite now.
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Goodwill Is Not· Enough
THOSE

who worship at the shrine of
"sound finance" are obsessed.
Thev
worship a system.
Not only that, they
worship a system that doesn't work. The
High Priests of this cull get some satisfaction from the power to dominate
that
it gives them,
and this makes
them
fanatical in their worship.
Any demand that may arise from the
victims of this system that has any tendency whatever to expos~ its weakness and
its falsity is regarded
by these High
Priests as dangerous
treason to be suppressed or frustrated
at all costs.
This is because they are blinded by their
obsession,
They are possessed by an
insane imagination,
and in-their loyalty to
their system and the policy it necessitates,
they are capable of the most vicious, ruthless demand for sacrifice on the part of
others that the human. mind can conceive.
At the moment, these men are demanding confidence from the public in their
rotten system.
It is as if the captain of a
ship demanded
confidence from his crew
and passengers as a means of mending a
hole underneath
the water-line
which
threatened
the sinking of the ship. and the
lives of everybody concerned.
There is nothing so dangerous
as misplaced confidence, just as there is nothing
so constructive
as correctly-placed
confidence.
If the present money system cannot distribute
the ~oods and services we
are together capable of producing,
it is
time we scrapped the money system in
favour of a better one. But the custodians
of the money system, or rather. the owner:
of it, regard this as treason to such a
de-gree that it is futile to appeal to their
goodwill.
To them, their system is of far more
importance
than the lives and liberty o.f
common men.
Therefore,
the demand for Pensions at
Fifty will nevcl be granted by any appeal
to the goodwill of those who now sit in
the seats of financial,
economic
and
political power.
\
Nothing Jess than a united demand on
the part of ordinary
men and women
backed by every political and economic
sanction they possess has any chance of
overcoming
the opposition
of the High
Priests of Insanity.
This language,
referring
to insanity,
may appear to some to be rather strong
and perhaps exaggerated.
But it is not.

Every day there are men, women and
children
who die in this country,
and
whose deaths. are nothing less than sacrifices to the insane obsession-i-that money,
which can be created by writing figures in
books. is more important
than the distribution of the real goods and serviceswhich. if distributed,
would have saved
the lives of these people.

February
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their will of Pensions at Fifty into operation first, before any other business.
. Already there are electors in the constituencies
of Bradford
South, Coventry,
Dorset-Eastern,
Derby-Southern,
Edin.burgh
North,
Greenwicll,
Paddington
South, Chislchurst, Westminster
and St
Marylebone, who have voted for Pensions
at Fifty.
Next week we hope to be able
to publish a further list of constituencies
where the "Reveille
Fires"
have been
lighted, to thaw out the artificial refrigerating pipes maintained
by the bankers,
and which at the moment
keep frozen
the Niagara of the people's will.
You have a vote; goodwill is not enough.
Why not back your goodwill for Pensions
at Fifty with your political sanction? Join
the Pensions at Fifty Association to-day J

NOTICE
All who have applied for Membership of the Pensions at 50 Association
will receive their Membership
cards
in due course.

Therefore. we have no hesitation in saying that an attitude to the monetary sys·
tern that places it above the life ann
happiness of the least and most humble of
All applicants are requested to fill
our people is insane, and not on!y is no
. in the name of the Parliamentary
language too strong for this attitude. bur
Constituency
in which
they
are
we have got to muster up something more
entitled to vote.
strong than mere language.
We have gor
to muster
living men and women inspired
This is important.
with the will to live in freedom
and
An
Application
Form for memabundance
to such a point thar they will
bership
appears
on
page
4 of Pensions
insist on their demand whatever may happen to the money system and to press
at 50 Leaflet NO.2.
fonvard with such fervour that they will
operate
with fixed determination
their
political sanction of a vote for what they
want, regardless of what happens to systems and the worship of clever Medicine
• • •
Men.
'Cood words are not enough, goodwill
" . .. In the first place I should like [0
is not enough.
These rwo, plus action
congratulate
you upon the new spirit YOll
along the right lines, are required.
Righthave infused into SOCIALCREDIT. The lasi
action in this case, implying the exercise
few months
have
seen an enormous
of not only activity in the propaganda
and
improvement,
and the "old brigade"
LIp
organising sense, but in the political sense
here are unstinting
with their
praise.
also, and that means jf we want Pensions
Please do not fail to preach AcnO~ on
at Fifty, it's no usc pleading
with any
every possible occasion.
'
Member
of Parliament
or petitioning
HI am particularly
pleased
with [he
Cabinet
Ministers,
Bishops or Bankers,
Pensions at 50 Demand.
This is practical
because these people are afraid for their
common-sense
and as such will commend
system far more than they are afraid of
our movement to the general public ... "
children dying of malnutrition
in the disCheshire.
W.A.G.
tressed areas.
HI trunk your Pensions at 50 Scheme the
Right action means not only acting in
best yet."
W.F.
associating toget1;Jer on 11 united demand.
Glasgow.
but also in pressing-the
political sanction
(represented
by the votes they have) right
HI am to be in town on Wednesdav next
forward to the place where their demand
and will call to collect a batch of your
can constitutionally
be backed
by the
'Pensions
at 50' leaflets, which I' am
sanctions
represented
by the Army, the
, pleased to hear are selling so well."
Navy, and Air Force which we maintain.
Sussex.
W.B
That means the representatives
of the
demand far Pensions at Fifty must appear
"With reference to your Pensions at 50
accredited as representatives
of the Public
Scheme ...
may I say that the members
believe that in this you have something
Will at Westminster
in the House of Commons, and there they must instruct with
good and practicable.
..
e decided we
zhe authority
of the electorate
behind
would endeavour to PUt this ... across LO
them, the Chancellor
of the Exchequer
the working people in our district."
whom they will appoint, to arrange to put
Glasgow.
G.W.
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Leisure and Pleasure
By Dorothy Beamish

AT

the cinema recently I saw a film about Guide Dogs for the Blind.
The
opening scene showed a blind man and his pretty young wife having tea
together before she goes to her work at an evening school. He is lamenting
that
she has to be the breadwinner
when a visitor knocks at the door.
On admission, the visito-r explains that
he has. come from the Association
of
Guide Dogs and that he wishes to take
the blind man to their training centre for
six weeks to train him with a dog.
The film shows in technicolour
the
education
of these young Alsatian dogs
to act as "eyes" to the blind, and ends
with the happy reunion of husband and
wife,
and
the
former's
triumphant
announcement
that he has gOt a job and
is able once more to "earn his living."
Nothing
could be better
and more
praiseworthy
than to instruct
the blind
in the use of guide dogs so [hat they may
go about unattended,
free from what musr
be a very dreadful feeling of helplessness'
and dependence,
and that they may have
the great pleasure of canine companionship and affection.
But why that they
may earn a living-when
there is not
enough work for seeing men?
May nor
even blind men live without working?
The
representatives
of
twenty-one
nations
met in conference
in London
recently to discuss further reductions
in
the world wheat acreage.
It is ~ow almost
too well known to need repetition
thar
there
are embarrassing
quantities
01'
nearly every commodity.
There is even
a glut of gold.
Two things only appear
to be in short supply-work
and commonsense.
Owing probably to its rarity, it is Vel')'
seldom indeed that one sees any commonense "in any of the daily paper&, but
occasionally
a little creeps in here anrt

[here.
For
example,
the
following
appeared in the Daity Express recently.
"Unimportant
work, important
,PLAY.
Man's chief aim in life should be to enjoy
himself-gospel
expounded
by Professor
A. E. Crew, of Edinburgh
University, in a
speech to Edinburgh
business men.
"<One
would
have
thought
that
when science had once given us abundance, we should use it for the production of a healthy, eagcr leisure
But
no, instead of this we have unemployment.
To earn a living has become
much more important
in our society
than to live . .. It is high time we cast
aside the ridiculous
idea that there is
something
peculiarly
praiseworthy,
something
noble, something
virtuous,
about energy expenditure
ot this kind,
and realise that if we could but make
use of the knowledge already available.
there would be very little work required
of anybody.'''
That is a little bit of common-sense.'
Contrast it with a report of the activities
of a body existing to find jobs for the:
unemployed,
in which was described the
busy day of the secretary
and three
typists.
"All this work to find tuor]:
should produce satisfactory
results.' That
is utter nonsense.
The purpose of work
is not to make more work, but either to
make something we want for use or enjoyment or else to make less work ultimately.
On turning over the leaves of a book
of newspaper cuttings, my eyes fell on this
extract :
"Housewives who pride themselves on

their wasHing-day achievements
should
visit the Laundry Exhibition.
.. They
would see machi.ncs doing the work far
more delicately and with half the wear
and tear, washing "new clean'" without
a single rub, ironing
with One light
touch of compressed air. No steam, no
friction, no heat.
Just the pleasant
smell of fresh linen.
"Three gi.rls were turning out shirts
at the rate of 88 a day. 'We enjoy the
work,' they said. 'It doesn't even take
the varnish off our nails.' »
If all labour-saving
devices were used,
there would be little work for anybody
and little distinction
between work and
pleasure,
and that is as it should
be:
Pleasure has. been given an undeserved
bad name and vilified.
A "selfish love
of pleasure"
has been a reproach.
Bur
pleasure is only selfish when it is at the
expense of others.
If we call ail enjoy
pleasure together, surely our enjoyment is
the best form of grace to the Almighty
for all I{is gifts?
As the work of all is not wanted, cannot
even be utilised,' would not the sensible
plan be to enable the blind, the hal t and
the maimed
to withdraw
from industry
and yet continue to be good customers for
industry's
output, which cannot otherwise
be absorbed?
Not only the halt and the
blind, but those who are past their youth
and vigour-the
oyer-fifties?
Pensions for everybody
at fifty WOUld
be an immense relief to everybody,
not.
only to the recipients.
but
to their
relatives who in so many cases have tohelp them out of their own insufficiency:
to shopkeepers
who cannot sell enough
goods, and to the younger
men and
women who cannot get emp'oyment.

THE ENGINEER AND CIVILISATION
Origin of Money and Debt.
The following is a letter published in
"Power and Works Engineer."
In any discussion
of the relation

the Januaf1.J

between the engineer and money, the purpose of the latter (a means, not an end)
should first of all be agreed.
We all know
and, I suppose, agree that the purpose
of an engineer is to "harness the great
sources of power in nature for the use and
convenience
of man."
Do we all agree
that the purpose of money is to facilitate
the distribution
of production
to consumers?
If so, then' until the money
system enables consumers
to satisfy all
their material
wants up to the limit of
productive
capacity, it is imperfect.
By
that criterion, the existing money system
falls far short.
But is the purpose
I
suggest agreed?

Money is abstract: It is essentially an
accountancy
system and should render in
figmes a true account of facts. That it
docs not do so now is demonstrated
by the
ever-intensifying
efforts of producers and
retailers to dispose of their goods and services simultaneously
with the inabi'ity of
would-be consumers to afford them.
The
limit of productive capacity is not reached
-perhaps
not
even
approached-s-thc
material
wants of consumers
are unfulfilled.
Money comes. into "being," is. "created'
(if an abstraction
can be created) by the
writing of figures in certain circumstances.
It is the business of banks to handle
money.
All money passes into and out
of banks.
It is all recorded in bank documents.
It is, even in the fo-rm of coin
which represents· but a minute proportion

of money, nothing more or less than looseleaf bank-book
enrrics.
I do not know whether
these rather
elementary
observations
may help; but. il
they be accepted, then the term "debt"
takes on a meaning
different from that .,
generally
accepted
by the
uncritical.
"National
debt," for example,
has no
reality; it consists of figures that present
some sort of account of money "created"
and "spcnr'" mostly (as to about seveneighths) on the first great war to end war.
It always strikes me as absurd to the point
of lunacy that anyone could imagine the
possibility of "repaying"
a national debt.
No such phenomenon.
has yet been
recorded.
Can a man repay what he has
lent to himself?
Can a nation repay what
it has lent to itself?
And if not, what
does "interest"
represent?
W.A.W.
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Its ~ause and ~ure

Abstract of Addresses given by Mr. Brian Reed at Newcastle
and Durham on January 18, 19 and 20
[The main theme running through the speeches of the bank c~!atrmen this yetIT
OVERSEAS
trade drlve.-En.]
pARTICULARLY
since
that
wellorganised
scare in September
last,
few people in this country have had the
slightest
dqubt
that before very long
Europe is to be involved in a first-class
war. The causes of modern
war will
become quite obvious to anyone who will
approach
them without
bias, and neat
them
as something
requiring
instant
acti?n, and not as some pseudo-scientific
subject
:0
be argued
about whenever
opportunitly
offers.
. It will not have escaped your notice that
aU the time nations are signing new COl1ventions,
compacts
and agreements,
a
dozen new arms factories or a thousand
new bombers are built.
Even the time
an individual takes to sign at peace pledge
can be represented
by the completion
of
another rifle, grenade, or gas bomb.
We
are made to think and talk (we do not
talk of them instinctively,
mark you)
bomb-proof
shelters, A.R.P., and evacuation, although
not one of us believes for
a single moment that any of these things
can ~llevia[e for one moment the horrors
and miseries of a mass war on civilians,
nor the plague, pestilence
and famine
which must follow such a war.

had
the greatest
difficulty
in selling
enough of their abundance
to keep them
out of the workhouse.
As all firms are the same, whether they
sell food, clothes, machinery,
or luxuries,
there is a consrandy increasing pressure to
send goods abroad, and to make the poor
nigger or the unspeakable
foreigner buy
them.
Not in return for goods, but only
ill ret.urn for mon~y.
And as the use <?f
mach.l.I;ery
and un proved
processes
IS
spreading, ~d every E.uropea~ and. most
ot.he.r countries are belD~ rap~dly indusrrialised, an? made w~at is qUal.ntly called
self-supporting,
nauons
which
once
bought go~ods from us an.d from other
We.stern European
countries,
now m.ake
their own. More, they not only do thl;Sthey export to us, for we are a foreign
market to them.
,
.
•••
.In tlus way th~ ma:vellou.s ~dvances of
science and engrneenng
within
the 38
years of the pres~nt century have been
~Tustrated, and thell: presence has resulted
111 a ~el'ce co~merCla.l
struggle for gra~ally disappearing
foreign markets.
In this
economic war-the
precursor of military
war-some.
of the weapons
have been
quotas. tariffs, and trade agreements.
•
•••
.
Within the last year or two this fight
The root c~use of modern war IS n~t
has reached
a well-nigh
inconceivable
the surface nvalry between flags, totalipitch
Unable to sell the goods at home
.
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Hitl . S lin'
.
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tartans, or persona ties.
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under
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system
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t ie lust as
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nations
unable
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Powerful
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.
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.
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orces
markets
abroad
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.
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I
f tho
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.
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which are driving
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their own goods although millions of the
.
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111 a direction
exac y opposlte to nat in people forrninz
that nanon are III dire
I . cl 1
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W U 1 t ~ey wan
0 go.
.
~eed: God s g ts have. ?een
ung back
The dl~ect cause of moder~ war IS not
1~1HIS face.
Vast quammes of such esser;obscure; it IS n?t even com.plicated.
The
nal~ as beef, coffe~, te~ •. wheat and fruit
cause IS essent~ally. the s~lUggle ?f conhave been burned,
millions of. acres of
scantly expanding
industries
seeking for
colton. have
been. ploughed
u~to the
an export market.
England,
Germa?y,
ground, thousands of gallo~s of n_lll.khave
France, Italy, and the U.~.A., to men~on
been poured clown the dral.ns; millions of
but a handful .o~ countries,
are turrung
fish have been flung back into the sea.
out vast quantities
of. goods.
Everyone
•.
•
•.
.
cQnc~rned ~ust sell their ?oods for money,
~ll over. the w?rld, bu~ part)cula:ly
10
and, as e\ ei yone of us hei e knows only to.o
this c~untl y ~n? ill America, our sci va~ts
well,
ha~e not the money to buy Il_1ore -Cahlllet
~h.Olst~rs, Members of ~arliathan a fraction of the goods-and
.serVlces:
~ent, and. ~vl1 servants-are.
enforcm.g all
such ~s travel arn~ the use of electric power.
kll1d~ of n~lculous and traglc laws, I ~l~s,
-whl_h
are available,
.
and regulations to cut down the quantines
~f anyone of us were to walk a mile from
of goods we c~n produce,
although
we
this hall we wou.ld p~ss shop after s~op
cou,~ all do WIth far more of them, and
stacked full. of good things, many of which
despite the fact that they ":fe there, ready
we would like to have, but cannot afford.
to hand out.
Money, blg money, can
If we went inside and asked, the proprietor
often be earned these days by refusal to
would tell us that he or his wholesalers
produce; farmers are paid for not produchave not the slightest difficulty whatever
ing pi~s, for not growing
wheat, and
in supplying
those
goods. But these
for
withholding
grollnd
from
cotton
gentlemen
would also tell us that they
cultivation.

ot

:ve

WlIS

the urgent need for a vigorous

Such destruction
and restnction
outrages common sense and decency;
it is
abhorrent
to all that is good in man.
\Ve
have available all the goods and services
we need; we could live in the lap of virtual
luxury-s-luxury
which bas been rendered
possible by the brains, the skill, and the
labour of generations
of our forefathers
and of ourselves.
And yet, unless industry
can sell its
goods-for money-it
is ruined.
It cannot
sell all of them at home, for all the time
we are displacing more and more men by
machines or new processes; we do not gi\'e
those men the wages of the machine so
that they can buy the goods which have
been produced .. Under the existing rules,
tile penalty for failing to export goods is
ruin
for individual
businesses.
rising
national
debts, grinding
taxation,
and
widespread
unemployment,
po\·err:·
and
misery.
So" by fair means or foul. we
u-y to sell abroad.
But the conditions
there are just the same, and eventually
We are forced into military
operations,
such as the Abyssinian
business. or the
Anschluss, or the Sudeten annexation.
Or
we have the colonial question raised. for
colonies nowadays are of lise principally
as dumping
grounds for tile goods WE
want-the
central
banks
leoc..;r::o- . the
moncy to purchase these good;:.
o
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t lell' w eat e s, nor t elI tactones, nor
heir= rail
tl··
rals
I .
t leu rai ways, nor
reir rmners . t IS
simply to be in a position 10 force one's
own goods upon them; force 0:1 them
goods which the people of the conquering
country want themselves. and want badly.
And, suangest of all, to force on the vanquishcd loans of money _ such as the
Czechoslovakian
[10,000:000--;0
that they
may buy goods from the lender.
They
are bombed, gassed, ravaged. a::d maimed
solely in order that they ma~' be forced ~o
buy goods made elsewhere than in their
own land. And if thev fail to repa\' the
loan granted to them so accomrcodaringly,
well. the people of the couquering
counu7 have to pay that through
increased
taxation, although
the), didn't have any
say in the granting
of the loan, and
although they did want the zoods.
~
•.

•

•

The only way out of the military war
which is coming to us as a result of the
intense economic war for e:\-p<>rtmarkets,
is for the peoples of this world to insist
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that they shall have and consume freely,
tainty and fright, and with a reduced
whether
they work or not, as much as
amount of money, which makes you begin
ever they want of their home production.'
to wonder where on earth the next suit of
and as much of the foreign production
of
clothes. or even the next meal, is coming
other goods and services as they can then
from.
The amount you pay in taxes, and
obtain
by exchange
of their
home
it would be difficult to name an article or a
surpluses.
person not taxed, means so much less
May I emphasise
the phrase "whether
money available to buy the goods and the
they iuorli or not"?
In an age when
suits of clothes and the food which are
mechanical
methods have largely superalmost bursting the walls of the shops.
seded manual labour, is it not the height
Nor would such a dividend
fulfil it
of criminality
to insist that if a man does
purpose if there were a general
rise in
not work he shall not eat; neither shall
prices, which would simply be inflation
he have the wherewithal
to buy; nor,
(i.e., more money' tickets
and higher
prices). But the governmental
mechanism
apparently,
shall he have salvation, for it
is now regarded that man should work as
to ensure these things, and to see that the
a moral necessity, even if it is flamrnenmoney available in the form of dividends
wcrfer or trench mortars he is making?
and wages to ~e workers was always equal
Man is driven to fight man for a job, when
to the total pnces of the goods and services
for sale, is simple in the extreme. It is noi:
there is more than enough of all the good
nearly so complicated,
nor would it be
thiul?s to go round.
And is it not just as
criminal
to export more and more real
one-tenth so unpopular, as the mechanism
devised for extracting
income and other
wealth, while deliberately withholding
the
taxes from an unwilling
public, or for
money to buy acrual goods from the people
ensuring that a farmer does not grow and
who made them. and from their fellowsell potatoes which are too big or too small.
countrymen?
As England is really so rich in its real
wealth, that is, in the goods and services
We have still in this country the means
which can be produced
and consumed,
by which democracy could be made poswould it not be a sensible step to give
sible without bloodshed.
We shall not
everyone a dividend
on that wealth, so
have it much longel' it we do not wake tip
that they could buy it, instead of secing it
and use it, tor it zs being stealthily filched
burned, or flung into the sea, or restricted - away [rem. us month by month.
It is up
in its growth, when all the while people
to you to set in motion
the political
are in desperate need of it, and evcryone
mechanism
and force your representatives
is living in a state of fear and insecurity?
to ~ct produced the RESULTS
you want,
Such a dividend would build up a perwhich, I suggest, are not the ever-present
mancnt
home market, which .is what
feeling of an imminent war, or of poverty
industry wants, and it would give us what
and misery and a continuous
shortage of
WE want. It would allow each one of us
mouev in the midst of an abundance such
to have a much happier home life, and it
as th~ world has never known before'.
would eliminate the need for bitter comNevel' mind the "how"; you pay high
petition to get foreign markets.
salaries
to uncivil
servants
and civic
officials to devise the ways and means for
you-the
masters.
Judge
them
by
It is no good asking me where the money
RESULTS
only. and make your repreis to come hom.
The goods which back
scnratives hold them to it. Never forget
that money are there in front of your eyes.
that the people, working in association,
day after day and every day, in shop after
have supreme power. If they unite and
shop and in every shop. As it is now, it is
WORK
together
for a specific result,
similar to having literally
hundreds
of
nothing can prevail against them.
trains to take you to the seaside on a fine
Get you out into the market place, the
summer Sunday, but you aren't allowed
institutes,
the churches,
the town halls;
to travel because the booking clerks refuse
go among the crowds and rouse up your
to issue anv more tickets.
And if you
fellows to the mischief
which is afoot
don't
belie~e that,
well, ask yourself
behind all these cabinet-rulers
and dictawhere the f 1,500,000,000 for armaments
tors. Root out from within
our own
came from almost overnight;
or where
country, at least, the evil which is forcing
the extra £7,000,000,000 came from into
the whole world to war-the
restriction of
the National
Debt between
1914 and
HOME
markets
and
the. fight
for
1918.
Strange,
is it not,
that
we
FOREIGN
markets-and
so pave the way
can always get money quickJy and easily
for security, peace and plenty which we
and without fuss for destructive purposes.
all want.
but not a penny-piece for decent objects?

•

•

•

• • •

•

•

•

Certain provisions
would be necessary
if such a dividend were to be issued.
Its
issue m list not increase rates and taxes;
rather should it diminish them to vanishing point.
It is hardly necessary for me
to remind you here that present-day taxa. tion and rates are not primarily means of
getting in money, but are intended
to
keep you just where you don't want to be,
that is, in a state of misery .and uncer-

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
"HEALTH SERVICE"

Readers everywhere
to buy a
quantity of leaflets (No. I and No.2).

•
Reprints are' cheaply
cost price.
Enclose

.
••

available

•
•
to your friends.
•

Leave them
buses.

in trams,

trains

and

•

Hand them out at meetings.

•

Deliver
them
house
through letter-boxes.
Spread the seed.
Propagate

to

house

•
•

the spur to initiative.

•

.

Help to bring light to the people.

•
•

They will respond.

Start the ball rolling in your district
now.

•
•
•

It is easy.
It is practical.

r t is Social

Credit in a dynamic form.

•

Do your bit to elicit the will of the
people.

•

You are the one
To strike the match
To light the fire.
Your Member of Parliament
see the lig-ht
When he feels the heat
Beneath his seat.

will

o

Send for some
Pensions
matches today.
II

at

50"

•

[NoTE.-We
will gladly
arrange
free
distribution
of any quantity
donated by
persons who themselves cannot undertake
this task.]

Prices Post Free
50

roo

250

•

~
:
•
•
:

1000
500
r/6
2/6
5/18/9/6
(Please make postal orders. ,or,
cheques payable taJ J. E. Tuke.)

S

"PENSIONS

AT

50'~

ASSOCIATION

Q

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

at

them in your letters.

Give them

0.

Drugless-Knifeless-Painless
Elimination of DISEASE
Indigestion, Over or Underweight, Nerves,
Rheuma rism, &c., &c.
Wrile: DAVID JACKSON,
Naturopath Dietitian,
BM/BS33, London, W.C.I.
.

WANTED

J63A

STRAND,

LONDON,

W.C.2
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The Boon of Pensions
THE

volume of new orders from private
enterprise h.as continued to contract,
says the quarterly Business Barometer of
the Federation
of British Industries,
and
adds that the number of unemployed
rose
by 33,000 between September and December. Home trade, it says, is marking
time with a tendency to move to lower
levels.
What would the F.B.I. Business Barometer say if the "Pensions' at 50" Bill were
before Parliament,
backed by the united
demand of the British people?

Anthracite Tragedy
Efforts are being made to preven t the
closing of anthracite
pits at Saunders foot,
Pcm brokeshire, owing to the loss of ex POl'(
u'adc.
Unless there is an unforeseen
development it is practically
certain
that pits
which produce some of the finest anthracite in the world will close.
The owners, Bonville's Court Coal Company, Ltd.,
and Mr. Arthur
Horner,
president
of the South
'Wales Miners'
Federation,
are co-opcrating
in an effort
to save the pits by securing Government
intervention.
An official of the company said to a Daily
Telegraph correspondent:
"We cannot
continue to add to our stock of anthracite
when there is no immediate
prospect of
selling.
The tragedy is that if we could
weather the storm we believe trade would

improve later.
But once the pits are
closed the step will be irrevocable."
With the great fillip pensions
at 50
would give to home trade, such tragedies
would not occur.

A Step Towards Peace
The prospect of war may recede for a
moment, but "trade war" for export
markets
intensifies.
Hider
says that
without exports the Germans cannot live,
and without imports we cannot live. But
we cannot afford to buy imports-we
cannot afford to buy even all we produce at
home.
If all who are 50 and over were drawing
£2 a week as a pension, this shortage of
buying power would be largely made good.
Home trade would benefit by new orders,
and we should also be able to buy more
of the goods other
countries
are so
anxious to export.
Pensions at 50 would be the best and
most practical
step towards
permanent
peace,
Representatives
of over 60 local authorities and
development
committees
in
Lancashire
met
at
Manchester
last
Friday to consider a resolution calling for
revision of existing trade agreements
and
the adoption of new methods and technique in the negotiation
of future trade
agreements.
and suggesting that subsidies
from national funds to the export trade
would enable Lancashire
industries,
and
particularly
the cotton trade, to compete

at 50

in the world market on terms as favourable· as the export
trades
of other
countries.
Mr. Robinson Graham, of Burnley, suggested that permanent
protection
in the
form of a subsidy was necessary to save
the Lancashire
trade.
It would take some
time for the provisions of the Enabling
Bill to be applied and for the Government to make new trade agreements,
but
a subsidy could be applied at once and
would bring immediate
relief.
Alderman
Kinley, of Beetle, said that
some European markets and the Japanese
market had gone, the Chinese market was
in the balance, and the Indian market in
the process of going.
No Government
could draw up an agreement which would
restore
the export
trade.
Those
who
wanted' to see the prosperity of the cotton
industry
restored overlooked
the home
market.
What the home market needs is a "subsidy" to all over 50 in the form of pensions
of, say, £2 a week. Sec how this would
solve such worrying problems as those that
beset the industrialists
of Lancashire-not
to mention
the worries that make life
difficult for millions of ordinary people.

Agriculture
Mr. T. Peacock devoted his presidential
address to the National
Farmers' Union
recently to discussing what could -be done
to relieve the depression
in the industry.
Well, what about--?

Notes and Opinions
By Allan-a-Dale
of
to

pROFESSOR
F. A. E. CREW,
Edinburgh
University,
speaking
Edinburgh business men, is reported
to
have said:
"One would have thought that when
science had once given us abundance
we should lise it for the production of it
healthy, eager leisure.
But no, instead
of this we have unemployment.
To
cam a living has become much more
important
ill our society than to live.
"The man who works, who expends
energy
to gain
social
security,
is
regarded and respected, while the man
for whom no work can be found is
regarded
as a bio!ogical failure or a
social burden.
"It is high time we cast aside the
ridiculous idea that there is something
peculiarly
praiseworthy,
something
noble, something virtuous, about enel'g)
expenditure
of this .kind and realise
that if we could but make usc of the
knowledge
already
available
there
would be very little work required
of
anybody."

•

• •

Hear, hear I Ever since man began to
reason, he has been endeavouring
to put

himself out of work, so that he can live
free of servility.
The modern fetish of,work, worshipped
as a desirable objective in itself, is one of
the biggest scoops the Medicine Men have
ever foisted upon a supersti tious laity.
It would not surprise me one whit if.
Professor Crew joined the Pensions at 50
Association. and so demonstrated
that he
is as good a democrat
as he is a
philosopher.
New and startling
evidence
of the
decline in British commercial
shipbuilding is shown by Lloyds Register rerurns,
Foreign
output
is steadily
on the
upgrade, British output is going down.

•

•

•

Shipping
correspondents
are
busy
writing for the papers .. an.d all of them
arc inspired with the same reason for the
decline.
Says one:
"Subsidies.
both direct and indirect,
currency
restrictions
and lower wages
arc among
the factors which enable
certain Continental
countries
to build
ships at prices from 35 to 40 per cent.
.below the most
competitive
tenders
which British
shipyards
are able to
offer."

Now that looks reasonable, doesn't it?
But I have not seen. a singlc reference to
certain C05·tS which are, perforce, included
in British
tenders,
but which are unknown in foreign countries.
When the Bank of England set up the
National
Shipbuilders'
Securities
Company, to buy up shipyards to scrap them,
it was supposed to be to. help those that
remained in the business.
Of course, they have to pay for it (on')'
a long term of years). You cannot expect
the Bank to help you buyout
your COI1lpctitors and keep up prices for nothing,
can you?
So now, when they tender for a ship.
British shipbuilders
have to include, not
only the COSt of building
the ship tendered for, but also part: of the cost of
destroying rival shipyards. also the cost of
the Bank providing the money to get rid
of such "redundancies."
Isn't sound finance wonderful?
And isn't the Press wonderful
(and
free!) to suppress this information
and
mislead
readers
into
blaming
foreign
governments
for subsidising
their shipbuilders.
Such suppressions
also engender the pugnacious
business men to press
our own Government
to subsidise
OUT

•
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industry, ostensibly to enable it to 'corupete and find work, but in reality so that
the Bank can recover the money it loaned
for the destruction it has financed.
The seven lifcboatmen
who lost their
lives at St. Ives 'in Cornwall on January
23 need not have done so had they had a
suitable lifeboat.
.
At the inquest, Mr. C. W. Curnow,
Mayor of St. Ives, said he considered.
that a breakwater was absolutely necessary at St. Ives. They had been trying
to get one for upwards of 100 years,
and every time had been turned down.
He felt that after this terrible tragedy
they should get a bigger type of boat.
An official of the Royal National Lifeboat Institution
in Landon said afterwards that it was impossible to have a
heavier type of boat at St. Ives without
safe anchorage.
"The wrecked boat was one of our
light type, weighing seven tons, which
can be launched
by hand," he continued.
"From an open beach, a heavier type
of boat could not be launched.
If there
were a harbour where a lifeboat could
be moored, or where a launching slipway could be built for use at any stage
of the tide, St. Ives could have a lifeboat up to 26 tons.
"A breakwater
might provide safe
anchorage."

• • •

Surely you cannot expect the Bank of
England to find money for a breakwater
at St. Ives, can you - even if it is true
that money costs no more than the writing
of figures ina book?
.
Saving life is not a commercial proposition, quite, is it?
Now, if it were the destruction of a few
ship-building
berths, well that would be
different, would it not? Yes it would, and
IS.

Dr. Funk· has appointed Dr. Rudolf
Brinkmann
as Vice-President
of the
Reichsbank.
Says tho Financial Times about him:
"A much younger
man than Dr.,
Schacht, he is said in Berlin to have
'better nerves' to carry the responsibility
for Germany's
finances.
Where Dr.
Schacht displayed scepticism and, apprehension, Dr.' Brinkmann apparently has
shown optimism and faith in ultimate
success."
There is a story of a negro doi·ng a
hauling job who was told he couldn't gct
his money until he submitted a statement
of his account.
After much meditation he evolved the
following bill: "Three comes and three
goes, at threepence a went, IS. 9d."
I've
have
the
What

•

• •

an idea this coloured person would
made an excellent administrator
of
Exchange
Equalisation
Account.
do you think?
(Continued on page 14)
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MONEY OR' YOUR LIFE?
Cuttings

from

the "Daily

Telegraph and Mornitlg Post."

Collated by F. Bnoee.
"AR.P. Trenches Muddle"
(January 9.) "Many councils are reluctant to carry work any further, when it
will be necessary, unless some new arrangements are made, for the ratepayers to con-

tribute 40 per cent. of tlie cost?"
"Plans for Deep A.R.P. Shelters'f
(December 12.) "In the view of Government experts, the high cost of public
shelters would be out of proportion
to
their value."
"Reasoned Plea from Medical Men"
(Ja~uary
12_)
"It is our considered
opinion that fully efficient medical and
surgical treatment
of air-raid casualties
is impossible unless and until there are
also
provided
adequate
bomb-proof
shelters for those who cannot be evacuated
promptly from danger areas."
-Letter
signed by 21 leading medical
men.

•

•

•

(January 17-) "Doctors will bt grateful
for the letter in which leading members
of the. profession gave a reasoned p~ea
for the provision of bomb-proof shelters
. ..
I would 'urge the construction
of
opcrating theatres, etc., below ground _ ..
not far removed from the big hospitals.
In over 80 districts of Paris t~
are such
large casualty stations, the equipment
and general organisation
of which has
been described as 'amazing:

."Barcelona . . . this pouertv-stnchen
ctty has found the cost of the construetion. of bomb-troof shelters within its
means, iargely, It would seem, because ...
such shelters have well repaid the money
spent."
=-Lerter signed Hilda Weber, Harley
Street, W.I.

"Expert Engineer's

Claim"
(January 21.) "Following up their plea
for adequate air-raid shelters, ...
representatives
0.£ the medical and surgical
staffs of .leading hospitals have sought
the opinion of members of the Institution
of Structural Engineers.
Yesterday...
Mr. Cyril Helsby gave his views as an
engineer who has made an extensive study
of air-raid defenses in Barcelona . "
He
said that shelter providing complete protection for everybody from all types of
bombs-even
from direct hits from the
heaviest . types-could
be constructed
economicallv and quickly ..
Accommodation for hundreds and thousands 01
people could be completed within a few
weeks."
"Evacuation Camps for' Civilians"
(January 17.) "Cost is the fi1lStquestion

. . . . It may be found that the expense
will be prohibitive."

"Labour for Armaments"
(December
15.)
As
an
engineer
of some knowledge
of the engineering and allied industries,
may I say
that
there
are thousands
of highlyskilled craftsmen in this country, working
short time, who, with a few days' training,
would be fully efficient for any class of
armament
work, and that there is not a
single finn of note engaged in the production of machines and tools in this country
that could not produce a larger output 1f

orders we're ~ven."
-Letter
SIgned T. Lawrence,
Local Employment
Committee,
E.IS·

Member,
Stratford,

A.R.P. Equipment.
"Delay in Completing Orders"
(January 9.) "Analysis has shown that
equipment manufacturers
had insufficient
financial 11!SOurCesto permit them to lay
down any but nucleus stocks."
-Letter
signed N. R L. Macdonald,
Holborn Viaduct House.
"R.A.F. Crashes"
(January 19.) "On Tuesday I flew from
Le Bourget to Heston in one of the British
Airwavs
American
Lockheed
air-liners,
which' are fitted which almost every conceivable aid to navigation in bad weather
. ..
The pilot had to fly blind in cloud
... nevertheless he arrived on time ...

"On the same day there were five R.AF.
crashes, res'ulting in the death of three
pilots ...
and injuries to other RA.F.
personnel . ..
Air Vice-Marshal
CaveBrown-Cave was severely injured and his
pilot was killed ...
"We have reached the stage when all
RA.P. aircraft ...
should be fitted with
wireless or radio telegraphy, and thus be
able to obtain directional bearings ...
"Safety and efficiency in the air under
adverse weather conditions depend to-day
on
the
ability
to use
blind-flying
instruments
...
..... in view of the prevalence of R.A.F.
crashes in bad weather, it is hoped that
the Air Ministry will spare no trouble or
expens:~ to ensure that all R.A.F. pilots
are thoroughly
trained
in instrument
Hying and that all R.A.F. aerodromes and
aircraft used for' cross-country flights an:
equipped with every possible aid to navigation in bad weather."
-Letter
signed L. G. S. Payne, Group
Capt.
'Ie

The collator's italics throughout.

HAVE YOU'VOTED
FOR PENSIONS

AT SO YET?
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The ~anadian .Front
By Darry B. Knox
NO.3-CANADIAN
NEWSPAPERS
VERSUS SOCIAL CREDIT
Winnipeg, Canada.
In a great number of countrtes throughout the world, Social Credit is given no
publicity whatsoever in tnc vanous daily
newspap.ers.
In canada, however, the contrary is true.
Every newspaper in Canada devotes a.i
enormous amount of space to the question
of the New Economics, even to the extent
of treating it as primary news matter.
Social Credit meeungs,
reports on the
formation of small stUdy groups, and other
Social Credit activities are gIven publication; the only occasion on which a Social
Credit item of local import is omitted is
during
a period
when
"crisis'
news
emanates either from Europe or (ironically
enough) from Alberta.
Editorials
dealing
with Social Credit
activities are quite common, but the policy
of the newspapers
in Canada is directca
toward "killing" Social Credit by appearing
to give the public every tit-bit of news
concerning it, cooked up in such a manner
that it tends to provoke ridicule or the
question, falsified to such au extent that
even the newspapers are finding it rather
di1I:icult to remain consistent in their views
of the question of Social Credit.
This latter predicament
comes into being
with frequency;
newspapers have gone to.
such lengths in Canada
to falsify news
concerning
Social Credit that the people
as a whole, expecting at one moment tile
abdication of Aberharr, an Alberta election
the next, and a major financial scandal
concerning
either Aberbart
personally or
the Alberta provincial cabinet as a whole
from time to time as the fit takes the
editorial chamber,
are becoming steadily
more sceptical of what they read.
The power of the press has diminished
to a 'large extent in the past three years in
Canada.

•

•

•

The question of whether or not falsification of news in Canadian newspapers is a
deIibe'ratcly organised campaign or merely
a .long succession of errors and blunders
is one that is somewhat difficult to hazard.
The newspaperfi claim that the attitude of
the Alberta
Government
toward
their
reporters has made it necessarv to obtain
unauthoritative
.inforrnation.
The Alberta
Government
declares that the fault lies
on the doorstep of High Finance, whose
representatives
the newspapers are ...
Insinuations
are rampant
in Canadian
dailies. 'Social Credit
is coupled
with
"inflationary
chaos"; Social Crediters arc
advocates
of "funny
money,"
"wooden
donal'S," and the installation
of "printing
plants in Government
treasuries."
Newspapers
have been declaring
for
three years that Aberhart was at the end
of his tether. One Central Canadian newspaper adm:i tted, though with clever and

slanderous insinuation,
that Aberhart need
not nee to his secretly-purchased
retreat
in the West until at least 19441

•

•

•

Reading, that there might be a JOllllng
of iorces oetween Hon. ltv. D. Herridge,
brother-in-law
oi Rt, HOIl. R. B. Bennett,
and Premier
William
Abcrhart, I discovered during a telephone
conversation
with Mr. Herridge that then: was nouung
to the news report "at the presen t time."
Premier
William Abernart
Issued
a
tatement a few days later that be was not
joining with Herridge. The Canadian press
quoted him as saYlll'g that he "sup-ported
Herridge"
and mged all Social Crcditers
and money reformers to "get behind him."
Aberhart is further quoted as stating that
he would be much too busy with his own
provincial
administrative
duties to enter
a Federal election campaign. The Chicago
Herald and Examiner
appeared
with a
headline stating that Aberhart and Herridge had joined forces.
A news report
appeared a few days later that Aberhartwas going to retire very shortly.
Social
Credit Members of Parliament, however,
are almost unanimous
in their statement
that Aberhart
will lead the Social Creuit
battle this fall throughout
Canada.
I am inclined to place a great deal of
faith in the statement of the Ottawa Social
Credit
members.
John
H. Blackmore,
leader in the Federal House, goes further
by stating that Aberhart will be Canada's
next Premier I
.
o
•
•
One' item of news appeared
the other
day in Canadian
newspapers
concerning
the abdication from Social Credit ranks of
P. J. Rowe, M.P., formerly Social Credit

representative
from Athabaska,
Alta. He
has deserted
the SOCial Crediters
and
aligned himself with me "pink Socialist"
movement,
the C.C.F. (Co-operative Commonwealth
Federation).
This item, after
investigation, has been found to be correct.
Rowe has consistently
opposed
the
Abcrhart administration
in.Aluerra for the
past twO) ears, He states that he is unsatisned with progress in Alberta toward the
attainment
ot Social Credit principles.
Lately he is quoted as having said that
"Social Credit will 'not work."
Latest item from Manitoba
is that R.
Halliday Thompson,
ronnel' President
of
the Manitoba
Social Credit League and a
staunch
anti-Abcrharr
man, intends
to
sec that opposition
Social Crcdiv candidates are placed in the next Manitoba
election,
side by side with Manitoba
League candidates.
This charge is being
made by executive members of the League.
Thompsen
could not be reached at his
office for a statement verifying or repudiating the charge, but actually nothing has
been done to date that would indicate that
his intentions
were in the
direction
rumoured.
•

!t

•

.

A booklet bearing
the unusual
title,
"Poverty
Be Damned-It's
Money
We
Need"
has
made
an appearance
at
Canadian
bookstores and news-stands.
It
is an outstanding
piece of literature, dealing with the symbolic power of money,
arid the struggle between mom·y and the
ballot, T know that it's outstanding.
for
I've read it.
(Incidentally,
I wrote the introduction
to it!)
More anon!

NOTES AND OPlNlONS
By Allan-a-Dale
(Cantinued from page J3)
Lord Cromer,
who retired
from the
office of Lord Chamberlain
last] uly, was
a managing
director of Baring Brothers
before th$ war, which gave him an insight
into international
banking.
He has now
joined
the
board
of
the
National
Provincial Bank.
Last Monday, I joined the Pensions at
50 Association,
and-after
seeing
my
membership
card-my
wife wanted
to
know why I hadn't asked her to join, too!
Actually,
I had forgotten
her; she's a
member now, though.
Every vote counts.
Why vote for bankers' programmes
and
nominees?
Have you associated yet?
Agreements
were signed on behalf of
Britain (that means you for taxation pur-

poses), France and Czecho-slovakia
at the
Foreign
Office last Friday
(January
7.7)
which
will result
in Czecho-slovakia
receiving further substantial
help.
Of the £10.000,000 recently
advanced
through the Bank of England, £4,000,000
is to' be regarded as a gift. This amount
is to be specifically earmarked
for use in
solving Czecho-slovakia's
refugee
problems. A similar amount, which is being
put up by France, will also be used mainly
for this purpQse.
A further
£8.000,000 -loan
is being
arranged almost immediately,
guaranteed
by the British (mat means you for taxation purposes) and the French
Governments.
(Do you think we can afford Pensions
at 50 for our own people?)
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TO CORRESPONDENTS

S. GOUGH: It is easy to confuse bigness
with efficiency, especially when there are
powerful interests helping the confusion.
As President Wilson once pointed out,
monopolies do not mean efficiency, they
buyout
efficiency-the
real aim is centralisation of power; one of the pleas put
forward, you may remember, ycars ago,
tuhcn. somebody wanted to amalgamate
the railways, was that it would make for
"efficiency," waste would be eliminated,
and so arl.-now they are asking for a
square deal, whatever that may mean. The
London Passenger Transport Board is
another instance of "monopoly"
and
"efficiency"; the first charge on its revenue
is "loan" charges. As the consumers of
transport'lou
and I are not supposed to
count, an the bigger the "combine" the
less we count. It 1S efficient from the dictator's point of view, of course.
P. P. CROMMELIN: Your suggestion has
been put forward before many times. If
I could get the right kind of contributors
I would certainly try it again, but it is
only frank to state that the results hoped
for in past experiments were not forthcoming. During periods when standing
pages for new readers were a feature,
circulation. did not increase.

SOCIAL CREDIT
CENTRE

J. O'BRIEN: Like everybody else, we
hear reports of what is happening in Germany, but there is so much we don't know
that it would be just guesswork to print
the speculative opinions you ask for. The
result could only be mischievous. Why
not, as Britishers, all of, us, stick to our
own responsibilities, and act on what there
is no possible doubt about?
/

163A STRAND,

E. SEDDON: What is called the "law Of
averages" is suspect to me ever since a
friend of mine proved that his average
batting score over thirty cricket matches
was 20 runs. The funny thing was h:~
never once scored 201 If you think it out
you'll see what I mean.
daily from.
a.m. to 6-30
OPEN
p.m.
Closes p.m. Saturdays.
I I

T.

Yes, I suppose every Social
Crediter
meets frequently the type of
person you name. Once I used to point
out that if they didn't want the National
Diindend, the law wouldn't force them to
take it; but this never satisfied the~
they wish to stop YOU having it. Don't
waste time on that kind of obstructor; use
all your effort to unite those who DO want
it without argument. There are plenty
about.
CARTER:

I

Refreshments..

Dictatorship
,Stealth

house near Oxford, to the Westminster
Bank, who will keep it to use as an alternative head office in time of war.
"The Westminster
Bank, which under
the influence of its general manager, Mr.
Lidbury, has been very forward in A.R.P.
arrangements, have- already moved a large
part of their vital permanent records co
Oaken Holt.
"Mr. Lidbury was responsible for installing what is probably the most elaborate
bomb-proof shelter in the country in the
head office of his bank in London.
"Nearly all the ~ig banks and insurance
companies
are; now completing
their
arrangements
for conducting
their business from alternative offices in the country
should
the
need
arise." - Evening
Standard, January 28, 1939.
"I listened to the Prime Minister speaking to us all on the need for National
Service.
•
"H'JW can I put my mind to such service when; I think that in the event of
sudden war my son of six months has still
no means of protection against bombs ..
My wife was told to go to the nearest gasproof shelter with the child in the event
of an air-raid 1
"Is it not time something better was
thought of? I and thousands of other
parents will be led to think that our children are being forgotten at the time when

by

And may it not be laid down as a rule
of universal
application
that the only
satisfactory
arran~ements
in
human
affairs are those which have a spontaneous
origin in the nature of man as a rational
being?
Now, so long as men, or the
majority
of them,
are engaged
upon
work which cannot be enjoyed, and by
which good articles are not produced,
their nature as rational beings is baulhed

~ONTnAST
"I HEAR
that the Dowager Lady Abingdon bas let Oaken Holt, her counu'y

LONDON:' W.e.l

they should have prior consideration."Cyril W. Walker.i in a letter to the Daily
Telegraph, January 26, 1939.
This state of affairs is typical of the
Bankers' Combine which has always preferred dead numbers to living beings.
It proves that the credit monopoly is a
cancerous, evil, unhealthy growth on what
would otherwise be a happy, healthy,
Merrie England.
Incidentally it is interesting to note that
while the arrangements
for the safety of
children have not ret. been begun, those
of the banks are being completed.

of its development and cannot assert itself.
Spontaneous order there is little or none.
Men cease to believe even in its possibility.
In place of it there arises the artificial
order which is called Government.
And
to this we pin our faith until in course of
time we become blind to the plainest of
truths, which is this: that whereas there
is no such thing as governing men, there
is such a thing as preventing them from

governinK themselves.-L.

P.

JACKS,

M.A.,

LL.D., D.D., in a collection of Essays,
"From the Human End" (Williams and
Norgate, (916).
'r
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SUBSCRIPTION

ORDER

; Send 'SOCIAL CREDIT to
N .

§

ame_____________________

§

~ Please supply me weekly with ~
~ a copy of SOCIAL CREDIT;
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I
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~
§

Address

~
~

Fill In and hand to your local dealer,

=
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§

~
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~
.§

For 6 months I enclose 7 /6 ~
For 3 months I enclose 3/9.§

"o:Jt. chi. to SOCIAL CREDIT, 163~, STfl.AND,
LONDON,

W.C.2
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& Meetings'

Announcements
I

Rate

PORTSMOUTH
D.S.C. Group. Weekly meetings
every Thursday at 8 p.m., 16, Ursula Grove, ~Im
Grove, Southsea.

.Miscellaneous Notices
IS.

a line.

SOUTHAMPTON
Group.
Please
note that
the
Headquarters
have
been
removed
to
8, CRANBURY
PLACE,
SOUTHAMPTON.
Tuesday
meetings
are postponed
temporarily.
Members please call to see the new and more
advantageously-situated
premises.

Suppo,t our advertisers.

Will advertisers
please note that
the latest time for accepting
copy
for this column is 12 noon Monday
for Friday's issue.
Advertisers
are requested to write
for
space
rates,
to
Advertising
Manager,
Social Credit
Secretariat
Limited,
163A~ Strand, W.C.'1..
BmMINGHAM
and District.
Social Crediters
will find friends ova tea and light refreshments
at Princes Cafe, Temple Street, on Friday evenings, from 6 p.m. in the King's Room.

.d.

DEBT AND TUATION.
Byrne

lid.

TYNESIDE
Social Credit
Society
invite
cooperation to establish a local centre for Social
Credit action in all its aspects.
Apply, W. L.
Page, 74-6, High Wen Street, Gateah~d.

WOMEN AND POVERTY. By Jean
Campbell Willett
'.""""""'"''
.d.
ARMAGEDDON.By Jacre
'Y.d.

W ALLASEY
Social
Credit
Allociation.
Enquiries
welcomed by Hon. Sec., :I, Empre ..
Road, Wallasey,

Meeting

Now is the moment for activity

Get in touch with the work
of the Centre

E. M. Cochrane-Shanks
NOTICES
MEETINGS
FOR WOMEN at the Social Credit
Centre.
Eve.ry Thursday
at 5.30 p.m.
Simple
Tea 6d.
WAYS in which you can help the funds of the
Movement other than with money.
For details,
write to the Director of the Centre, 163A Strand,
Loudon, W.C.'J...
A ROUND OF NEW BOOKS! The Westminster
Book Club (open to town and country members).
Foj 'derails of this interesting
plan, apply to
thei Hon. Sec. of the Club, 163A Strand, London,
W.C.2.

at 8 p.m.

·A 11 visi tors welcome.

SANITY OF SOCIAL Ctumrr.
Maurice Colbourne

By
6d.

WHAT'S WRONGWITB THBWORLD?
By G. W. L. Day _.................

J.

n.
6d.

Creagh

Scott. With a forllTlJord bj tM
Dean of Canterbury "".""""

Jd.

FEAR
Orage

6d.

THE

OF LzI8URB.

3d.

Tms LEADs TO WAR. By G. W. J,..
Day

u.

How TO GET WHAT You WAJiT.
By G. W. L. Day and G. F.
Powell

sd.

Elle.

FOR

By A. R.
By
"...........

ECONOMICS

Don't wait for "the event of War"

5.30

By the Dean

THY WU.L BE DoNE. By

Now is the moment to help
your country.

DERBY S.C. Association.
Meetings are held
fortnightly (Tuesdays) at the "Unity Hall," Room
'4, at 7.45 p.m.
Next meeting,
February
7·
"United Social Club" cater for refreshments
to
all bona fide members of S.C. Association,

February 9
for Women

UNTO THIS LAST.
of Canterbury

By L. D.

Tlm ECONOMICCRISIS. Southampton
Chamber
of Commerce
Report

TO OTHE'R
WOMEN

DARLINGTON.
Residents' enquiries welcomed
through Mr. J. W. Jennings,
I, Bracken
Road.

Meeting

Read about Social Credit and then
see how much more interesting
your
dailY.paper
becomes.

TUNBRIDGE
WE:LLS and District.
WiU Social
Crediters please get in touch immediately
with •
W.L.W., Cor Laeturn, Hastings Road, Pembury,
near Tunbridge
Wells?

COVENTRY PENSIONS AT 50 ASSOCIATION.
r:nqulrles to u Allesley Old Road, Coventry.

LONDON
RESIDENTS
AND
VISITORS
are welcome at the Social Credit Rendezvous,
1631', Strand, W.C.:t (entrance in Strand Lane,
close to Aldwych
Station).
Open meeting:
Thursdays,
at 8 p.m.

For NEW
-READERS=SOCIAL DDT OR SocIAL CREDIT.
By George Hickling

BLACKBURN
Social C~edit Study Group meets
each Tuesday
at 8 p.m. in the Y.M.C.A.
Limbrick.
All welcome.
Enquiries
to Hon.
Sec., 47, Whalley New Road, Blackburn.

THE Liverpool Social Credit Forum. an autonomous local group, is prepared to arrange for
speakers to address meeungs on Social Credit
lind will welcome enquiries
regarding
other
acti vi ties in tbe Social Credit Crusade.
Address
communications
to F. H. Auger, "Malvern," Corbridge Road, Liverpool, 16.

3, 1939

EVERYBODY

Dee

Six Propaganda
Folden:
WASTE; THE CHOSEN FAST OF
GoD; FElIDINC RAVENS;A Fo\MILY
NElIDS MONEY; FORI!IGNTRADE;
WASTED LIvES (.ol of each II.)
(each) Y.d.
Leadet.:
"ASK: AND IT SHALL BE
You" (2S. pa 100)
WAR (u. 3d. per 100)
WHY PAY To\X.I!s?
(:n. 3d. per 100)

Obtolnab/e (postage extra)

SOCIAL
163A Strand,

GIVIlM
Y.d.
Y.d.
Y.d.

from

CREDIT
London, W.C.l

I

THE FIG TREE

New Leaflet-

THE

(Page

DECEMBER

contains an important
situation.
GEORGE

HICKLING

article

draws

by G. F.

the veil from

ISSUE
POWELL

reviewing

the machinations

the

Alberta

of the Bank

of

which he calls the "Crisis Factory."

England,

A remarkable
analysis of the events that have precipitated
the present
world condition, from the graphic pen ~f MiS5 D. E. FAULKNERJONES,
should be read by everyone.
Other

notable

A. W.

contributions

COLEMAN,

are

G. W. L.

from

DAY,

"A.RC."

ARTHUR

COU5ENS, GRISELDA COCHRANE-SHANKS,
McDEVITT, and EDWARD P. KAYE.

free, 3S. 6d. from the Publishers,
The
Limited, 163a Strand, London, W.C.z.

Social

TOM

BREI\'TON,

C. G.

DOBBS,

DIXON,

PHn.rP

WELFORD,

Hn.oERIC

Post

ARTHUR

Credit

Secretariat,

5, Social

Credit, October 7)

COST OF WAR
P.REPARATIONS
for 3d.;

12
.

500

100 forr /6 ;
for 6/6.

From:

Social Credit Secretariat Limited,
163A Strand, London, W_C.2.
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